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Across

3. Used to deliver high concentrations 

of oxygen to breathing patients (2 wrds)

6. a trigger than can cause an asthma 

attack

9. PCR (aka - 3 wrds)

13. another word for "repeat back" to 

prevent misunderstanding (3 wrds)

14. condition in which lungs begin to 

fill with fluid

16. Facial sign associated with stroke

19. Cessation of all cardiac electrical 

activity

22. The "S" in FAST

23. Too much sugar in the blood

24. placing a person in this position will 

help keep the airway open and clear

25. covid-19 (AKA - 2 wrds)

27. Mnemonic used to assess for 

possible stroke

28. condition in which the patient's 

mucous membranes appear blue

29. Most easily recognized type of 

seizure

30. When calling ICP or 911, what you 

do first (2 wrds)

Down

1. Most common cause of a stoke (2 

wrds)

2. life threatening heart rhythm (abv)

4. classic sign of asthma attack

5. Most common seizure in children 

<5yo

7. Another word for heart attack (2 

wrds)

8. condition in which breathing stops 

(2 wrds)

10. Another word for fainting

11. Most common abnormal heart 

rhythm that causes sudden cardiac 

arrest (abv)

12. a symptom that can develop if 

anxious and hyperventilating

15. Sometimes a sense a person will 

have before they have a seizure

17. Airway used only on an unconscious 

person

18. high blood pressure (aka)

20. Temporary abnormal activity in the 

brain

21. insufficient amount of oxygen 

delivered to the cells

26. Air sacs in lungs responsible for 

exchanging oxygen and carbon dioxide


